NORTHWEST BRANCH DOLPHINS
ASSISTANT COACH POSITION
MCSL 2019 SEASON – DIVISION B
The Northwest Branch Dolphins seek to hire an assistant coach for the 2019 Montgomery
County Swim League season. Our team has approximately 200 swimmers, ages 5-18, and we
are in Division B for the upcoming season. Our pool is located at 10850 Lockwood Drive, Silver
Spring, Maryland 20901.
We are looking for an enthusiastic coach with high energy who can emphasize both
improvement in swim skills as well as work to continue the tradition of a cohesive and fun
swim team. Our goal is to have a great summer where all swimmers, regardless of skill level,
are taught and trained to improve their swimming technique as they compete and enjoy the
season.
Responsibilities and requirements—
- lots of energy, enjoy working with swimmers of all ages, a passion for swimming
- guide and train swimmers of different skill levels during practices and meets
- communicate effectively with fellow coaches, team representatives, parents and
swimmers
- work with fellow coaches to develop quality practices that balance both stroke skills
and endurance
- work with the other coaches and the parent automation volunteers as you learn to
complete the lineups for all A and B meets, Relay Carnival, and the Divisional meet
- willingness to learn Meet Manager and Team Unify swim team software programs
- participate and have tons of fun at team social activities
- deepen your knowledge of MCSL policies, rules and procedures
- possess current lifeguard and CPR certifications
- be available from May 28 through the MCSL All-Stars weekend of July 27-28 (days off
are certainly allowed in coordination with the head coach and team reps)
- competitive base pay and season bonus payment are negotiable
Qualified candidates will be contacted regarding interview dates and location.
Please submit a cover letter with resume to Team Rep Kevin Moose at kmoose05@gmail.com.

Thank you- Northwest Branch Dolphins

